A LIFE-CHANGING GIFT has been given IN YOUR HONOR

Animals provide a family with a sustainable source of income and food from meat, eggs, and milk! The gift of chickens, goats, cows, pigs, or other animals includes training for families, so they can care for and breed their animals. From manure to fertilize a garden to baby animals sold at the market, this gift’s impact will extend far into the future.

A Story of Hope

Medard’s family used to be one of the poorest families in their community in Rwanda. With only a small plot of land, Medard struggled to feed his little girls, who were only 8 and 9 years old. They were hungry and falling behind in school because of it! Then Medard received training on how to raise chickens and accessed a loan to buy a small flock. Once he began selling his chickens’ offspring, Medard’s whole life changed! He paid off the loan, purchased a bigger plot of land, and even some pigs! Now Medard has a productive farm and he no longer worries about how to feed his family.